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ABSTRACT
Telemedicine is the new way of delivering health services to patients and can be defined as the provision of
medical services by using information technology and communication systems. Moreover, it emphasizes the interaction
and collaboration with the increase of sharing information and knowledge between healthcare provider and patient.
Healthcare information systems contain large volumes of information that include demographic and medical history of
patients such as medication, lab test results, radiology information and procedures that are constantly growing. Thus, the
need of complete medical data which supports video, audio and images has to be accomplished before implementing the
telemedicine system. The aim of this research is to propose an integrated telemedicine framework supported by data
warehouse technique. The proposed framework is evaluated using test case technique and the result showed that data
warehouse provide important elements of information to telemedicine system especially during consultation
Keywords: telemedicine, data warehouse, data warehouse architecture, medical data.

INTRODUCTION
Health informatics is a rapidly growing field that
applies computer science and information technology to
medical and health data [1].
Data warehouse is the heart of the architected
environment, and is a fundamental for all decision support
system (DSS). The work of the DSS analyst in the data
warehouse environment is much easier compared to
traditional database. This is because data warehouse is a
single integrated source of data and is easy to be accessed
seamlessly [2].
The data warehouse contains a source of valuable
data mining. The data contained in the data warehouse is
comprehensive, integrated, and structured according to
transaction date and time. It should be noted that although
the data warehouse is an excellent source of data for the
minor and the explorer, the data warehouse is often the
only source of reference. External data from different
application data can be freely mixed with data warehouse
as part of their exploration and mining [3].

Microsoft Visual Studio application MySQL
were used as a development tools to design and test the
system and storage for processing the sample dataset.
The architecture evaluation is conducted by the
intention of providing more flexible and enhanced method
of managing and classifying the dataset tables into Object
Linking and Embedding (OLE) database. This approach is
to provide alternatives and better services to database
administrator in managing and retrieving the dataset.
Hence, it would improve the integration of telemedicinedata warehouse system.
PROPOSED TELEMEDICINE- DATAWAREHOUSE
ARCHITECTURE
The proposed telemedicine-data warehouse
architecture consist of five layers including data source
layer, integration layer, data warehouse layer
customization layer, and application layer as shown in
Figure-1. The next section will explain the role and
function of each layer for further understanding.

METHODS
ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
The proposed telemedicine-data warehouse
architecture has been modeled and customized based on
requirement collected from user (doctor and medical
assistant) through open ended interview and discussion.
The requirements were modeled and recorded using use
case model.
Once
the
telemedicine-data
warehouse
architecture was developed, the proposed architecture was
tested using electronic medical data source adopted from
University of California, Irvine (UCI).
The evaluation of the proposed telemedicine-data
warehouse architecture was conducted based on test case
technique where the system functionalities, test case,
expected test result and actual test result was designed and
used during the evaluation.

Figure-1. The Proposed Telemedicine Data Warehouse
Architecture.
Data Sources Layer
This is data layer where the data sources have
been retrieved from UCI. As for example, the dataset of
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breast cancer is used as a data source. Data staging area is
a preparation to build a data warehouse which limited to
the combine, cleaning, alignment and prepare the data to
Extraction-Transformation-Load (ETL) tool.
Integration Layer
The integration layer provides mechanism on
how to map the attributes of the datasets into a clean,
simple view of the enterprise. ETL is an integration tool
and a preparation process of the data into data warehouse.
Extraction is a process of reading the data from data
sources, transformation is transforming data to common
form that able to include quality and load is loading the
moving data into data marts. Integration layer helped to
integrate the various source of data to common data
warehouse [4] as shown in Figure-2.

Figure-2. Creating ETL tool connection.
Data Warehouse Layer
The data warehouse layer concerns on data
storage for any type of medical data in terms of data mart
relation. In addition, this layer has been reported as a
source of reality for all common medical data and a place
where the medical data warehouse is created [5]. Figure-3
shows the creation of data warehouse.

Figure-3. Creating data warehouse.
Data Marts
A data mart is a storage of data that comes from
various database or/and other sources of data that could

support the business needs of the healthcare services. The
data may be derived from various source of information
such as dedicated database, other data warehouse and
specific database. Data marts are able to provide a
conceptual view of dataset elements through different data
ports [6].
Metadata and the Metadata Repository
Saving the database that contains the complete
glossary of all components databases, fields, and objects,
owners, and access codes platforms. Provide a method to
the users of data warehouse to view what information is
available and where it is kept the conversion was made to
the data, other data are related to the selected data [7].
Customization Layer
Customization layer enables the user to modify
and expand the application of data warehouse and online
analytical processing (OLAP) cube. OLAP enables
business users to slice and dice the data according their
needs. Typically, the data in the organization is distributed
in several data sources and incompatible with each other.
For example, point-of-sales data and sales through the call
center or on the Internet are stored in another location and
format. Implementing OLAP involves the process of
extracting data from various data repositories and making
them compatible to be used. An example of conflicting
data is the age of the client can be saved as a birth date for
purchases made via the Internet and stored in the age
categories for sale in the store [8, 9, 10, 11].
Application Layer
Based on study done by [12], it was highlighted
that the telemedicine data can be stored in smartphones
and it would be sent to medical doctor for further analysis
through telecommunication network. However, this
method might face technical problems of limited storage
space and execution capability. Hence, the data warehouse
system would overcome this problem by storing the data
into data warehouse server where the doctor can view and
analyze the data at a convenient time and location. In
addition, data warehouse also stores multimedia
information such as images and audio. As such, the
integration between data warehouse and telemedicine
system is important for seamless access to patient medical
history of patient.
This application layer could be used to enhance
the integration between data warehouse and telemedicine
system and, other health information system attached with
medical devices or sensors [13].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This test has been performed using operational
medical data source adopted from University of
California, Irvine (UCI). This study has used employed by
medical datasets as data store. Technically OLAP has been
used to as part of the proposed architecture. Users, hospital
administrators and top managers’ user can use MDW by
using Microsoft SQL Server 2005. Building the proposed
architecture adopted by using Microsoft Visual Studio for
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performing the Object Linking and Embedding (OLE)
database operations. The study shows how the admin of
telemedicine services can use the medical dataset and
create new OLE based on the selected dataset. SQL has
been used to make the database that stores the necessary
medical dataset information for the admin. The
architecture has been evaluated and the minor
improvement needs to be incorporated into proposed
architecture. The integration between telemedicine system
and data warehouse would be improved especially for data
storing and fast accessibility [14].
CONCLUSIONS
This research has been involved the issues of
generating the medical dataset operations into data
warehouse structure based on Microsoft Visual Studio to
be combined with telemedicine system. The integration of
the data warehouse into the form of telemedicine is a
contribution of this research. In order to make sure the
requirements easily to understand, the system has been
tested and evaluated using existing test cases techniques
for telemedicine system.
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